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QUESTION 1

A company wants 10 migrate its SAP ERP landscape to AWS The company will use a highly available distributed
deployment for the new architecture Clients will access SAP systems from a local data center through an AWS Site-to-
Site VPN connection that is already in place An SAP solutions architect needs to design the network access to the SAP
production environment 

Which configuration approaches will meet these requirements? (Select TWO.) 

A. For the ASCS instance configure an overlay IP address that is within the production VPC ClDR range Create an
AWS Transit Gateway Attach me VPN to the transit gateway Use the transit gateway to route the communications
between the local data center and the production VPC Create a static route on the production VPC to route traffic that is
directed to the overlay IP address to the ASCS instance 

B. For the ASCS instance configure an overlay IP address that is outside the production VPC ClDR range Create an
AWS Transit Gateway Attach the VPN to the transit gateway Use the transit gateway to route the communications
between the local data center and the production VPC Create a static route on the production VPC to route traffic that is
directed to the overlay IP address to the ASCS instance 

C. For the ASCS instance configure an overlay IP address that is within the production VPC ClDR range Create a target
group that points to the overlay IP address Create a Network Load Balancer and register the target group Create a
static route on the production VPC to route traffic that is directed to the overlay IP address to the ASCS instance 

D. For the ASCS instance configure an overlay IP address that is outside the production VPC ClDR range Create a
target group that points to the overlay IP address Create a Network Load Balancer, and register the target group Create
a static route on the production VPC to route traffic that is directed to the overlay IP address to the ASCS instance 

E. For the ASCS instance configure an overlay IP address that is outside the production VPC ClDR range Create a
target group that points to the overlay IP address Create an Application Load Balancer and register the target group
Create a static route on the production VPC to route traffic that is directed to the overlay IP address to the ASCS
instance. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

An SAP specialist is budding an SAP environment The SAP environment contains Amazon EC2 instances that fun in a
private subnet in a VPC. The VPC includes a NAT gateway. 

The SAP specialist is selling up IBM Db2 high availability disaster recovery for the SAP duster. After configuration of
overlay IP address routing traffic is not routing to the database EC2 instances. 

What should the SAP specialist do to resolve this issue? 

A. Open a security group tor SAP ports

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3
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A company hosts multiple SAP applications on Amazon EC2 instances in a VPC While monitoring the environment the
company notices that multiple port scans are attempting to connect to SAP portals inside the VPC. These port scans are
originating from the same IP address block. The company must deny access to the VPC from all the offending IP
addresses for the next 24 hours. 

Which solution win meet this requirement? 

A. Modify network ACLs that are associated with all public subnets in the VPC to deny access from the IP address
block 

B. Add a rule in the security group of the EC2 instances to deny access from the IP address block 

C. Create a policy in AWS identity and Access Management (1AM) to deny access from the IP address block 

D. Configure the firewall m the operating system of the EC2 instances to deny access from the IP address block 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A global retail company is running its SAP landscape on AWS Recently the company made changes to its SAP Web
Dispatcher architecture The company added an additional SAP Web Dispatcher for high availability with an Application
Load Balancer (ALB) to balance the load between the two SAP Web Dispatchers 

When users try to access SAP through the ALB the system is reachable However the SAP backend system is showing
an error message An investigation reveals that the issue is related to SAP session handling and distribution of requests
. The company confirmed that the system was working as expected with one SAP Web Dispatcher. The company
replicated the configuration of that SAP Web Dispatcher to the new SAP Web Dispatcher 

How can the company resolve the error? 

A. Maintain persistence by using session cookies Enable session stickiness (session affinity) on the SAP Web
Dispatchers by setting the wdisp/HTTP/esid_support parameter to True 

B. Maintain persistence by using session cookies Enable session stickiness (session affinity) on the ALB 

C. Turn on host-based routing on the ALB to route traffic between the SAP Web Dispatchers D. Turn on URL-based
routing on the ALB to route traffic to the application based on URL 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is running an SAP HANA database on AWS The company is running AWS Backint Agent for SAP
HANA(AWS Backint agent) on an Amazon EC2 instance AWS Back agent is configured to back up to an Amazon S3
bucket The backups are failing with an AccessDeniod error m the AWS Backint agent log file. 

What should an SAP basis administrator do to resolve this error? 

A. Assign execute permissions at the operating system level for the AWS Backint agent binary and for AWS Backint
agent 

B. Assign an 1AM role to an EC2 instance Attach a policy to the IAM role to grant access to the target S3 bucket 
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C. Assign the correct Region ID for the S3BucketAwsRegion parameter in AWS Backint agent for the SAP HANA
configuration file 

D. Assign the value for the Enable Tagging parameter in AWS Backint agent for the SAP HANA configuration file 

Correct Answer: D 
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